MLK Art and Essay Contest

“Leave Your Legacy”

Art Contest Criteria
Theme: “Legacy of Dr. King” (with a clear visual connection to Martin Luther King, Jr)
- Black and White drawing, sketch, charcoal or other appropriate media capturing Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr or the issues that he championed.
- Format: 8 1/2 x 11 paper, suitable for use in program, to be projected at event, posted on display boards
- Due Friday January 5, 2018 at 7:45 am
- Turn in to Ms. Pinchem, Mr. Kennelly, your art teacher or email to blsmlkcelebration@gmail.com.

Essay Contest Criteria
Theme: “Leave Your Legacy”
- Format: Times New Roman, 12 pt, double spaced, 300-400 words
- Connect King’s legacy of service and leaving a lasting impact on the world to your own service/legacy, that of a family member, a person from your local community, or a member of the national or global community. Remember that impact can be large or small, and that “community” can also have many meanings.
- Turn in to Ms. Pinchem, Mr. Kennelly, or email to blsmlkcelebration@gmail.com by Friday, January 5 at 7:45 a.m.
- Winning essay is shared at the school-wide assemblies on January 12.

Prizes: $100 and $50, invitation to Boston MLK Breakfast, Publication in Program, Recognition at Assemblies